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Kidney Cancer and Diabetes

Evidence linking diabetes and kidney cancer has grown stronger over the past decade, leading researchers to investigate the reasons behind these links.

What Is Kidney Cancer?

Kidney cancer is a disease in which kidney cells become cancerous and grow into a tumor.

Most kidney cancers are found before they spread to distant organs. If kidney cancer is diagnosed or caught early, they can usually be treated successfully. Tumors can grow large if not detected.

This year, the American Cancer Society reports there will be at least 64,000 new cases of kidney cancer, affecting mostly men. Up to 15,000 people could die this year from this type of cancer.

What Is Diabetes?

Diabetes is a group of diseases resulting in high blood glucose (too much sugar in the blood). As of 2014, the National Institute of Diabetes and Digestive and Kidney Diseases (NIDDK) reports 29.1 million people, or 9.3 percent of the U.S. population, have diabetes – both diagnosed and undiagnosed.

Type 1 and type 2 diabetes are the two most common forms of diabetes, but there are other kinds, including one which occurs during pregnancy. Up to 95 percent of diabetics have type 2, according to NIDDK.

You are more likely to have type 2 if you are 45 or older, have a family history of diabetes, or are overweight and inactive. Other health problems, such as high blood pressure, also contribute to the development of type 2 diabetes.

The Kidney Cancer and Diabetes Connection

Diabetes is just one of the many risk factors for kidney cancer. Obesity, smoking, high blood pressure, and family history are also potential risk factors, among others.

How diabetes is linked to kidney cancer has been an issue of debate.

One 2012 study out of the University of Texas finds the most advanced cases of cancer are found in those who have the worst control over blood sugar. At least a quarter of the kidney cancer study participants also had diabetes.

Another study from 2011 out of Harvard School Medicine finds that diabetic women had a much higher risk of
developing kidney cancer than diabetic men. What is interesting about this is that men, in general, are at higher risk for kidney cancer than women.

A 2015 report out of the National Taiwan University College of Medicine aimed to determine the link between incidences of kidney cancer and type 2 diabetes. The large study looked at close to a million people worldwide with and without diabetes who did not have kidney cancer at the start of the study.

The Taiwanese researchers concluded type 2 diabetics had a significantly higher risk for kidney cancer. They also noted some possible risk factors for both conditions were age, diabetic nephropathy (kidney disease or damage), and end-stage renal disease (kidney failure).

Diabetes is also associated with decreased overall survival rates for patients with kidney cancer, as reported by researchers at the 2014 Genitourinary Cancers Symposium. According to their report, diabetics with kidney cancer had 44 percent increased the risk for death than non-diabetics.

**Specific Traits or Habits**

Most studies that have explored the link between kidney cancer and diabetes have focused on type 2 diabetes, as most risk factors, traits, or habits appear to relate to type 2.

While researchers are unable to determine a cause, they have not been able to rule out specific traits, such as obesity, or bad habits, such as smoking, as possible explanations to why people with diabetes are at higher risk for kidney cancer. This theory would mean the two conditions may occur together but not necessarily one causing the other.

**Possible Explanations**

If diabetes were to cause kidney cancer, there then has to be an explanation as to how. Some research studies point to insulin, blood glucose, and inflammation as possible triggers.

**Insulin Connection**

Research has shown high insulin levels are related to an increased risk for many kinds of cancer, including the development of more aggressive and metastatic types.

One 2014 report out of the University of Wuerzburg, Germany, confirms that hyperinsulinemia is especially common in initiating colon and kidney cancers.

Hyperinsulinemia isn’t diabetes but it may eventually result in type 2 diabetes. It is a condition in which the amount of insulin in the blood is higher than normal.

**Blood Glucose**

One 2014 report published in the *Journal of Clinical Investigation* finds that increased glucose levels may actually promote cancer. The theory suggests increased glycolysis (a process that converts glucose to fuel) is a cause of such formation.

**Inflammation**

People with diabetes show signs of chronic inflammation, especially if they are overweight.

One 2010 report in the journal, *Diabetes Care*, reports some of the chemicals that cause inflammation are linked to diabetes, cancer, and obesity.

**Reducing Your Risk**
More research is needed to better understand the link between diabetes and kidney cancer. Interestingly, the highest rates of cancer (of all types) are highest amongst diabetes according to the National Cancer Institute.

Kidney cancer and diabetes share many of the same risk factors so it is possible to decrease your risk:

- Maintain a healthy weight: Losing even a small amount of weight can delay and prevent diabetes.
- Make wise diet choices: Follow a healthy diet with vegetables, fruits, and lean proteins. Minimize your carbohydrate intake and avoid saturated fats and refined carbohydrates and sugars.
- Be active: Regular activity for at least 30 minutes, 5 times a week, can reduce your risk for diabetes and cancer.
- Don’t Smoke: Smokers are more likely to develop type 2 diabetes and certain types of cancer.

Managing Kidney Cancer and Diabetes

If you are living with both diabetes and kidney cancer, high sugar levels may weaken your immune system, increase your risk of infection, and cause delays in cancer treatments. Therefore, it is especially important to continue managing diabetes while treating kidney cancer.